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Based on the SURF algorithm, the PROSAC (Progressive Sample Consensus) algorithm is �rst used to delete a large number of
matching points to improve the accuracy of remote sensing image registration and to improve the speed of the SURF algorithm.
Finally, PROSAC geometric veri�cation is used in the study area to achieve accurate image stitching. In the �eld of computer
economic auditing, there is a serious disconnect between theory and practice. As the company’s electronic data becomesmore and
more abundant, the method of determining its authenticity has become an important issue that auditors need to solve im-
mediately, and special research on the theory of data reliability is needed in the �eld of computer economic auditing. In this article,
we will �rst introduce the background and practical signi�cance of project development, explain system-related development
technology, conduct system analysis and system design of the project, and discuss the e�ectiveness and economic bene�ts of
project development technology. Detailed analysis and description of system design include system function module processing
and system database design.�e innovation of this paper is that the system canmeet the actual �nancial and auditing needs of very
professional enterprises. In addition, the work documents required for the audit are automatically generated according to the
work requirements, which can completely clarify the responsibilities of each department and comprehensively improve the audit
e�ciency. At the same time, the entire system is safe and orderly, which can ensure the normal operation of the operation. �e
purpose of this article is to explore database-based natural language query technology. First, after introducing the database
intelligent language, we will study the Chinese word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging algorithm based on HMM to
explain the details of the continuous �eld matching algorithm.

1. Introduction

�is paper proposes an e�ective SURF algorithm for image
matching on a mobile platform. �e algorithm uses images
from other data sources and other scenes to evaluate its
performance. Commonly used methods are used for com-
parative analysis, and the test results show that, based on a
similar number of matches, the CC-SURF algorithm has a
higher matching rate and matching accuracy than the SURF
algorithm [1]. In order to obtain a good match and a good
distribution, some homography matrices between the match
and the image need to be obtained in the initial match [2]. In
this paper, the selected homography or basic matrix is used
for geometric matching, and the geometric relationship
between image pairs is used to process part of the image
information.�is process can limit the corresponding points

to a smaller search area to �nd more accurate matches [3, 4].
�ese coincident points are evenly distributed, highly reli-
able, and robust to weak texture and motion-blurred images
[5]. �e computer economic audit information system uses
computers as the main tool to collect, record, store, process,
and output various �nancial accounting data of the com-
pany, complete �nancial accounting information analysis
and users’ required �nancial a�airs, and provide accounting
information [6]. Improve company management and eco-
nomic e�ciency through management, forecasting, deci-
sion-making, and auditing. Computer economic auditing
has been applied to manual accounting information system
and is gradually replacing manual accounting information
system [7]. Company �nancial information is important
data that directly re�ects the company’s business environ-
ment, so it is necessary to comprehensively manage this data
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and provide a data infrastructure for company decision-
making [8]. *e design of the company’s financial audit
information system uses various resources to convert the
organization’s economic business and transactions into audit
information, which provides decision makers with an inte-
grated information system to support various decisions [9].
After improving the system function, you can implement the
system function many times, and after performing these
multiple tasks, you can understand the problems that still exist
in the system design. *e design of selecting examples in the
test should be very clear about the purpose of the test [10].
Only in this case can the test design a use case or plan suitable
for the system. Based on the background of application re-
quirements, how to reduce the distance between people and
computers so that ordinary users can effectively use computer
information resources has become an important topic in the
field of computer research [11].*e intelligent language query
interface is a research field with great theoretical and practical
value [12]. It allows users to directly request and use intel-
ligent language in daily life to obtain the information they
need. Natural language query will be applied to the database,
so that users can only use a specific application to access the
database without having to understand the logic and storage
structure of the database [13].

2. Related Work

*e literature introduces how to construct and design a
vocabulary. *e vocabulary is the “brain” of the system. *e
system includes a general vocabulary, a database-specific
related vocabulary, and a user-defined vocabulary, which
plays a big role in word segmentation and syntactic analysis
[14, 15]. *e literature introduces lexical analysis and details
the analysis process based on lexical analysis, such as de-
termining query targets, determining query conditions, and
generating final results for nested queries [16]. *e literature
describes the implementation process of the Adaboost al-
gorithm [17]. Aiming at the poor adaptation of intelligent
scoring samples in practice, the algorithm is improved to
maximize the advantages of the original algorithm, and a
single value of the algorithm is effectively produced to avoid
this situation, thereby improving the accuracy of intelligent
paper screening sex [18]. *e literature introduces the in-
troduction of a scoringmodel and a commentmodel into the
review. *e scoring model finally determines a three-tier
evaluation index system. Based on this theme, an improved
adaptive improvement algorithm and experimental results
are proposed [19]. To this end, it was also verified through
experiments [20]. *e comment model in this article is also
innovative. It not only provides natural language prompt
feedback, but also provides learning suggestions for indi-
viduals, so that the goal of promoting learning through real
evaluation can be achieved [21]. *e literature describes the
overall design and implementation of the system [22]. We
will explain the preparation and implementation process of
the improved Adaboost/CT algorithm proposed in this
course, explain the basic framework of the system in detail,
and introduce and display the modules of each subsystem.

3. Intelligent Language Implementation
Based on SURF Algorithm

3.1. Design of SURF Algorithm. SURF uses the Hesse de-
terminant to approximate the image.*eHessianmatrix of a
specific pixel P(x, y) in an image with a ratio of Yc is defined
as

H(X, σ) �
Lxx(X, σ) Lxy(X, σ)

Lyx(X, σ) Lyy(X, σ)
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦. (1)

After being represented by the box filter, the Hessian
matrix determinant is

det(H) � DxxDyy − 0.9Dxy 
2
. (2)

In order to obtain the corresponding feature points of
the two rotated images, the unmatched points must be
removed by the RANSAC algorithm. *e RANSAC repe-
tition time is determined based on the ratio between the
inline point and the original data volume. Reducing the ratio
between the two images will significantly increase the
number of iterations, which will have a major impact on the
overall efficiency of the algorithm. *erefore, geometric
constraints are set according to the geometric relationship
between the two images. If the detected matching feature
points meet the geometric constraints, they are maintained
or deleted, and other matching items are deleted using the
RANSAC algorithm.

Assume that the initial matching feature point sets of the
two images I1(x, y) and I2(x, y) to be spliced are

P1 � P1[i]|i � 1, 2, . . . ,n{ }and P2 � P2[j]|j � 1, 2, . . . , n .

(3)

For i � j, P1[i] and P2[j] are a pair of corresponding
points. *e geometric constraints of these two images are as
follows:

(1) *e inclination of the matching point pairs corre-
sponding to the two images to be spliced is relatively
or almost the same.

(2) *e Euclidean distance between the corresponding
matching point pairs of the two images to be spliced
is relatively or almost the same.

Euclidean distance is expressed as

di �

������������������

yj − yi 
2

+ xj − xi 
2



. (4)

Because we use the calculated data to determine the
median distance from the slope, considering that the feature
points can be odd or even, the calculated values must first be
sorted in ascending order. *en, the specific expression is as
follows:

k �

kn, n

kn−1

2
, n

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)
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*e two images are stitched together based on the
acquired feature points, but the differences in illumination
and geometric correction between the images may cause
obvious seams.*emerged image is not clear and looks too
natural at the boundary of the merged image. In this article,
we have adopted a fade-in and fade-out fusion algorithm,
which can eliminate stitching seams and switch images
better. Comparing the traditional weight fusion algorithm
with the existing weight fusion algorithm, the weight d of
the fusion algorithm has a linear relationship with the
change of pixel position, and the relationship of the weight
d is as follows:

d � 1 −
j − L

R − L
. (6)

*e fusion image is f(x, y) and expressed as

f(x, y) �

f1(x, y), (x, y) ∈ f1

d1f1(x, y) + d2f2(x, y), (x, y) ∈ f1 ∩f2

f2(x, y), (x, y) ∈ f2.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(7)

*e computer’s CPU frequency is 2.2GHz, memory is
4G, WIN10 operating system is used, and the experimental
software is Matlab R2015b. Choose a group of 100 images
taken with a mobile phone, the image size is 600× 450 pixels,
and use the original algorithm to calculate the exact ratio of
the 100 image groups, which is an improved algorithm. We
selected five statistical sets to calculate the number of feature
points before and after the two algorithms enter the
RANSAC algorithm, thereby eliminating the RANSAC
execution time before and after nonmatching feature points.
*e stitched image is shown in Figure 1.

It is different from the traditional method of directly
specifying the number of clusters to bring a functional
dictionary. In this article, we dynamically increase the
number of cluster centers, and if the number of cluster
centers increases due to noise, we will calculate the prob-
ability distribution of clusters, and the coding matrix will
pass through the cluster centers. As the center of each cluster
coding matrix element, the following relationship can be
used and represented by the B matrix.

min
wi

Xi − Bwwi

����
����s.t.1Twi � 1. (8)

As shown in Figure 2, in different poses, the BoW feature
distribution of the same type of feature target is similar. *e
target BoW feature distributions of other types of features
are completely different. *is shows that the BoW model
used for job target recognition has excellent discrimination
and robustness in feature representation.

*e SVM model is a linear optimization statistical
classifier based on structural risk minimization and high-
dimensional theory.*e core of the algorithm is to construct
the best classification hyperplane of the sample feature space,
so that the attributes of the classification samples have the
largest geometric distance.

*e hyperplane that can be classified as feature
samples after sparse coding can be processed by the kernel
function:

ωT
Y + b � 0. (9)

It can be seen from the derivation that the constraints of
the SVM model are

minΦ(ω) �
‖ω‖

2

2
. (10)

*e equivalent equation is

s.tyi ωTwi + b  ⩾1(i � 1, 2, . . . , n). (11)

*e model can be obtained by introducing the La-
grangian multiplier, constructing the optimal objective
function and obtaining the training parameters of themodel.

max
n

i�1
αi −

1
2



n

i,j�1
αiαjyiyj wi, wj 

s.t 

n

i�1
αiyi

αi⩾0(i � 1, 2, . . . , n).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)

*e linear kernel function is introduced in the SVM
model to create an inseparable linear feature vector in a low-
dimensional space, convert it into a high-dimensional linear
separability, and use a linear algorithm to process the high-
dimensional feature space. *e slack variable C can be in-
troduced to further improve the fault tolerance of the target
SVM model to quantify the impact of error samples on the
classification surface in training. *e following objective
functions can be used:

f(ω, b, ε) �
1
2
‖ω‖

2
+ C 

n

i�1
εi. (13)

Since the SVM model is only used as a two-level clas-
sifier, it is necessary to use multiple SVM models (1-M) to
configure a training model that classifies the target into
multiple categories.

3.2. Intelligent Language Processing Technology. First, based
on the feature word library, divide the sequence of Chinese
character strings to be divided into multiple substrings. *e
substrings can be words or word groups containing multiple
words, and use the actual word database and rules to sub-
divide word groups. When cutting words, we use specific
grammatical knowledge to establish relevant and reverse
tracking mechanisms. *e relevant mechanism is associated
with the relevant network and is composed of reasoning.*e
related network describes the word formation ability of each
functional word. Correlation inferences determine that the
functional words described using related networks are dif-
ferent words or components of another word. *e back-
tracking mechanism is mainly used to process ambiguous
sentences. *is method increases the time and space com-
plexity of the algorithm. However, this method is a faster and
more effective word splitting method.
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Figure 2: Continued.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of algorithm flow.
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*is method uses the results of word frequency statistics
to help deal with the ambiguous segmentation field in the
process of word segmentation.

W � argmax
w

P(W|S) � argmax
w

P(W)P(S|W)

P(S)

⇒ argmax
W

P(W) � 
k

i�1
P wi|w1, . . . , wi−1( .

(14)

Use hidden Markov chains to explain some changes in
speech. *e state here represents the part-of-speech tag of
the word to be marked, and the state transition probability
represents the relationship between parts of speech. *e
probability is obtained through a fixed word sequence. *e

largest part of the speech sequence T is the speech sequence
part of the word sequence W, namely,

arg
T

mR(xT|W). (15)

*e binary model established by the HMM model to
calculate the probability of each part-of-speech sequence of
the multicategory sequence is as follows:

Plist listk(  ≈ P tk,i P wi|tk,i  

n

i�2
P tk,i|tk,i−1 P wi|tk,i .

(16)

*e core idea of the algorithm Adaboost has been very
clear, by selecting multiple weak classifiers that are more
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Figure 2: BoW feature effects of four workpiece targets in different poses. (a) Workpiece 1. (b) Workpiece 2. (c) Workpiece 3. (d)
Workpiece 4.
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accurate than random guessing and collecting them to finally
form a powerful classifier. If there are enough weak clas-
sifiers, the error rate of strong classifiers will eventually tend
to zero. *e framework provided by the algorithm shows its
advantages. *ere is no need to design a weak classifier, and
various methods can be used to configure the weak classifier.
On this basis, we do not need to understand the knowledge.
Since the performance requirements of weak classifiers are
not high, this algorithm is relatively easy to apply and is not
used for feature selection.*emost important point is that it
has high accuracy and can be easily applied to classifiers that
solve practical problems.

*is article uses a simple example to demonstrate the
classification process of the Adaboost algorithm. In the
process of weak classifier classification, a horizontal or
vertical straight line is used to classify the two categories.*e
sample with the displayed classification symbol indicates the
sample that is misclassified and can be classified into other
categories, and the sample distribution is updated when the
weight of the misclassified sample is changed. *e specific
process is shown in Figure 3.

3.3. Natural Language Model Design. *e development of
natural language has gone through a period of initiation,
development, and prosperity and has gradually developed
from the early stage of natural language production.
Nowadays, it can be combined with context to express
and convey information. We want to realize how to
understand natural language. *e solution is to build a
statistical language model for the contextual character-
istics of natural language. According to the Bayesian
algorithm, natural language is sometimes regarded as a
random sequence, and the order model of words and
sentences in the corpus is actually a probability model.
*e simplest solution is to assume that all words can
follow this sequence, and the total probability of each
word is N; then the probability of the word after any
sequence is 1/N.

*e method of calculating the probability of a string of
words in a complete sentence is the main content of our
research, andP(S) considers that the display position of each
word is independent, so P(S) is extended to formula

P(S) � P w1, w2, w3 . . . wn( . (17)

We can use the chain rule of conditional probability to
decompose probability. Since the probability of the sequence
S is the product of the conditional probabilities of each word,
this formula can be extended to formula (18), as shown
below:

P w1, w2, w3 . . . wn(  � P w1(  · P w2|w1( 

· P w3|w1w2(  · · ·

· P wn|w1w2w3 . . . wn−1( .

(18)

*e conditional probability is calculated by moving
the word backward. *is will prevent many words from
appearing in the learning sample. So, we only need to
calculate the previous word; it has nothing to do with the

previous word. Equation (18) can be simplified to
equation

P(S) � P w1(  · P w2|w1( 

· P w3|w2(  · · · P wk|wk−1(  · · · P wn|wn−1( .
(19)

Equation (19) is the calculation formula of the binary
grammar model. If you want to use the formula of the binary
grammar model to calculate the probability of a meaningful
sentence, you only need to calculate the product of the
binary grammar probability of two adjacent words. *e
probability of the sentence model is expressed as

P(Today isaniceday) � P(Todaykb>) · P(isIToday)

· P(alis) · P(niceIa) · P(dayInice).
(20)

According to the corpus, it can obtain the number of
occurrences of a specific binary grammar.*en formula (21)
is obtained.

P wn|wn−1(  �
C wn−1wn( 

wC wn−1w( 
. (21)

*e words in the trinomial grammar model depend on
the first two words. *en the parameter estimation is
expressed by formula

D1

(1)

D2

D3

D4

h1

h2

h3

(2) (3)

(4) (5)

(6) (7)

Figure 3: Adaboost classification implementation process diagram.
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P wn|w
n−1
n−N+1  �

C w
n−1
n−N+1wn 

C w
n−1
n−N+1 

. (22)

Everything is closely connected. Some connections are
clearer and more reliable, while others are not. It only de-
pends on the single relationship of multiple things, so the
linear equation of a variable is determined by a factor. Use
the correlation in statistics to analyze and study the rela-
tionship between multiple variables (two or more variables),
and determine the correlation between two or more vari-
ables according to the correlation coefficient.

Correlation analysis is widely used in practical analysis
problems. For example, in the research of the intelligent scoring
algorithm on the subject, several factors are extracted by
searching for factors that affect the composition score, and the
correlation with the composition is analyzed to determine the
effect of predicting the composition score. Certain extracted
feature indicatorsmay have an impact on the composition score,
and correlation analysis can be used to discover these influ-
encing factors. According to the research theme of this article,
we will mainly introduce the Pearson correlation coefficient.

*e Pearson correlation coefficient is a correlation co-
efficient representing a linear correlation diagram between
variables, and its calculation formula is shown in formula

r �
 xi − x(  yi − y( 

����������

 xi − x( 
2



 yi − y( 
2
. (23)

Variables decrease with the increase of other variables
and increase with the decrease of other variables. *e two
variables are not related to each other, and the changes of
independent variables do not affect each other. Table 1 lists
the magnitude and correlation of r values.

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a probability model
proposed in the late 1960s. It evolved from the Markov
model and is expressed as a parameter to explain the sta-
tistical characteristics of random processes.

*e state of the hidden Markov model cannot be directly
observed, but it can be observed using a series of vectors.
Each vector is represented by several probability density
distributions in various states, and each vector contains a
response and generates a probability density distribution.

HMM (Hidden Markov Model) is used to describe
random statistical characteristics. *e state of the model can
explain some global characteristics of the data, and this
property is usually relatively stable. *e statistical feature
changes of the feature vector can be observed from a sta-
tistical point of view. *e HMM is described below.

N � q1, q2, . . . qN . (24)

A limited set of observations:

M � v1, v2, . . . vM . (25)

Initial state probability vector:

π � π1 ∼ πN( , πi � P q1 � i( , 1≤ i≤N. (26)

State transition probability matrix:

A � αij 
N×N

, αij � P qt+1 � j|qt � i( , 1≤ i, j≤N. (27)

4. Design and Practical Application of
Computer Economic Audit System

4.1. Computer Economic Audit System. *e state-regulated
company financial audit refers to the relevant procedures and
methods of the organization. We prepare audit reports ob-
jectively and fairly in accordance with the law and form audit
opinions. *e company’s financial audit truly reflects the
company’s financial problems. In this chapter, we will take the
relevant situation of a specific company’s financial audit
information system as an example to analyze the importance
of the financial audit information system to the company and
provide a template for future system construction.

*e company’s financial audit information system, as the
most representative system in the information management
system, audits and manages the company’s various financial
information in order to achieve the purpose of paperless
management. Using the audit management system can
accurately manage the overall financial status of the en-
terprise, conduct an objective and fair assessment, show the
actual financial status, and make the financial status of state-
owned enterprises macro. *erefore, finance and auditing
have the following requirements:

(1) It is necessary to ensure the reliability of relevant
data.
*e data retained in the system is the financial data of
the enterprise, and these data are the basis of all
reports, so these data must be authenticated to
prevent falsification of data.

(2) Ensure data integrity.
In order to ensure data integrity, we need to prevent
data from being illegally modified, deleted, forged, or
destroyed, and all data must retain relevant
information.

(3) Guarantee the legality of the data.
*e system operates in accordance with relevant
regulations and is subject to company constraints
and relevant regulations during the system life cycle.

(4) Ensure the security of system data.
Ensuring data security is an important function of
the system. It is necessary not only to prevent data
from damaging internal systems, but also to prevent
external attacks and prevent data links from being
monitored.

Table 1: |r| value and correlation.

|r| range of values *e meaning of |r|
0.00–0.19 Very low correlation
0.20–0.39 Low correlation
0.40–0.69 Moderately related
0.70–0.89 Highly correlated
0.90–1.00 Very high correlation

Mobile Information Systems 7



(5) Ensure the reliability of system data.
Reliable data means that, in the process of retrans-
mitting data, it will not be retransmitted or verified
through a certain mechanism, thereby ensuring re-
liable data transmission and preventing data damage
in the database. In addition to backup data redun-
dancy operations, more operations can be performed.

*e content of the audit is relevant in many ways.
Verification and audit items are particularly important in the
company’s financial evaluation. *rough the analysis of the
audit content, we can know that the company’s financial
audit information systemmust have the following functions:
Audit project management is about managing projects.
Relevant departments and employees formulate audit
standards based on established work objectives, complete
scientific planning and deployment of specific audit projects,
and conduct digital management of audit projects. Ac-
counting books are a very important part of the entire
company’s financial management process. It is set up based
on corporate vouchers, and by recording every payment
made by the company, sustainable and complete financial
accounting can be carried out. *en, you can use the income
and expenditure status of the entire fund at a specific
moment to understand whether the company’s production
and operating conditions are favorable or suffer losses. *e
company’s financial data is usually stored in the existing
financial management system, then exported, and then
imported into the audit information system.

For the above-mentioned specific business needs, we can
understand the importance of the audit management system
in the enterprise. *erefore, Figure 4 shows the complete
functional structure of the system.

In addition to the principle of system function design,
the financial audit information system starts from the entire
system, decomposes the design of nonfunctional require-
ments into several small steps, designs according to each
stage, and must expand its capacity to a certain extent to
prevent future A system problem has occurred.

(1) Overall system performance.
*e response time of the interface is less than
2 seconds, and the query time of the complex
business database is less than 3 seconds.

(2) *e system has high reliability.
System reliability also has certain requirements.
*ere is no intermittent situation in the company’s
financial activities, so the financial management
system needs to be able to run continuously and be
stable for a long time without any actual failures. As
far as system service hours are concerned, the system
should operate without barriers during 7× 24
working days.

(3) Security and confidentiality mechanism.
Financial audit information directly reflects the
company’s overall income and expenditure, and its
data is the most important part of the company. How
to prevent these data from being stolen is very

important. Measures taken include site hosting,
logging system, and automatic backup.

(4) Fault tolerance and disaster tolerance
In the course of operation, the financial management
system often encounters sudden errors or other
unexpected events. When solving these relatively
common errors, the system provides good fault
tolerance. Compared with relatively serious system
failures and some abnormal external events, it can
also withstand a certain degree of disaster; no matter
what the situation is, the important data in the fi-
nancial management system will not be lost or
leaked.

4.2. Architecture Design of Computer Economic Audit System.
*e system is designed for the company’s internal financial
audit based on the C/S model. *is is a client-server model,
which is relatively easy to develop, easy to operate, and
relatively safe and has a high response speed.

*e system development is based on the software de-
velopment of the MVC model, which realizes the hierar-
chical system-friendly maintenance and development. *e
abstract form of the object data is the information called the
model layer.*emain data model of the system is mainly the
company’s financial audit data. *e interface is used as a
display layer for users to view and interact, and the interface
is connected to the data through the controller layer. *e
overall frame design of the system is shown in Figure 5.

*e system mainly places some logic and processing
display on the client and reads data from the company’s
internal database. *e network topology structure diagram
of the system is shown as in Figure 6.

4.3. System Database Design. *e main information of the
audit project needs to reflect the basic information of the
project. *e database table design of the audit project
management module is shown in Table 2.

*ere are many sample forms of audit documents in-
troduced using the fixed asset cycle. Fixed assets refer to the
correlation between fixed assets and the financial statements
of the audit department and the relationship of asset cir-
culation. Control the distribution of fixed assets, pay at-
tention to business activities, and check the change
information of related accounts. Table 3 shows the design of
the database table.

*e design of the audit summary data table is shown in
Table 4.

*e system uses VB framework. Usually, according to
the different new projects, the interface designed according
to the needs uses standard EXE to add extended content.*e
database can use ADO to complete the connection. *e
implementation code of the database link code is as follows:

Sub Main()
On Error GoTo On_error’frmWelcome.Show
Set con�New ADODB.Connection

8 Mobile Information Systems



con.ConnectionString� (“Provider� SQLOLEDB;
User ID� sa; PWD� ; InitialCatalog� human; Data
Source� .”)
con.Open.
con.CommandTimeout� 20Load frmLogin
frmLogin.Show vbModalExit Sub

On_error:
If Err.Number� -2147467259 Or Err.Number� -
2147217900 *enUnload frmWelcome
MsgBox “Check that SQL is not installed or the da-
tabase required by the software is not instal-
led...“&vbCrLf&” is further checking the installation of
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Figure 4: *e overall functional structure of the system.
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SQL, if it has been started, the database will be
installed...,”vbInformation + vbOKOnly,“System
prompt”
Shell (App.Path and “Installdb.exe”)End
Else
MsgBox Err.Number and Err.Description, vbInfor-
mation + vbOKOnly,“System Prompt”End
End IfEnd Sub

4.4. Testing of Computer Economic Audit System. After the
functions in the system are improved, the functions of the
system can be implemented multiple times. After such
multiple operations, check whether there are any other

A
D

O
 d

at
ab

as
e

Figure 6: Network topology structure diagram.

Table 2: Audit project management database table.

Field name Type of
data

Primary
key Description

SJXM_SJ_ID Plastic
surgery

Primary
key Audit project ID

SJXM_SJ_KMID Plastic
surgery

Foreign
key Account number

SJXM_SJ_KMMC Text No Subject name

SJXM_SJ_XJ Floating
point No Cash

SJXM_SJ_YHCK Floating
point No Bank savings

SJXM_SJ_QTHBZJ Floating
point No Other monetary

fund
SJXM_SJ_YSPJ — No Bill receivable

SJXM_SJ_FPJ — No Attached
documents

SJXM_SJ_DQTZ Floating
point No Short-term

investments

SJXM_SJ_HZZB Floating
point No Bad debt

provision

SJXM_SJ_YSZK Floating
point No Accounts

receivable

SJXM_SJ_YFZK Floating
point No Prepayments

SJXM_SJ_YSBTK Floating
point No Subsidy receivable

SJXM_SJ_QTYSK Floating
point No Other receivables

SJXM_SJ_ZYMC Text No Abstract name

Table 3: Fixed assets cycle management database table.

Field name Type of
data

Primary
key Description

SJGL_GDZCJD Plastic
surgery

Primary
key

Fixed asset
management ID

SJGL_GDZC_MZ Text No Fixed asset name

SJGL_GDZC_GG Text No Specifications of
fixed assets

SJGL_GDZC_SSBM Text No Department of
fixed assets

SJGL_GDZC_YZ Floating
point No Original value of

fixed assets
SJGL_GDZC_DJRQ Date No Registration date

SJGL_GDZC_SFBF Boolean No Whether it is
scrapped

SJGL_GDZC_ZCCZ Floating
point No Salvage value of

assets
SJGL_GDZC_BSRQ Date No Asset loss date

SJGL_GDZC_ZJRQ Date No Depreciation date
of the asset

Table 4: Audit summary data table.

Field name Type of
data

Primary
key Description

SJGL_HZ_ID Plastic
surgery

Primary
key

Audit summary
number ID

SJGL_HZ_SJHZBGLX Plastic
surgery No Audit summary

report type

SJGL_HZ_SJHZMC Text No Audit summary
name

SJGL_HZ_ZS Text No Main delivery
SJGL_HZ_BS Text No Submit
SJGL_HZ_CS Text No CC
SJGL_HZ_MJ Text No Secret level
SJGL_HZ_QT ― No Other
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problems in the system. In our tests, we choose to use ex-
amples for design. Wemust be very clear about what our test
goals are. We should consider the problems more com-
prehensively during the test process. Only in this way can we
ensure that the results obtained by the test are valid.

*is article has many functional businesses. *e fol-
lowing introduces some key function tests, and the specific
conditions are shown in Table 5.

*is chapter mainly introduces the system test tech-
nology and test cases and strictly verifies the system func-
tions according to the software test requirements. *e test
results show that the financial management system can meet
the implementation requirements and can guarantee the
actual operation of the financial management business.

5. Conclusion

*is article provides that GC-SURF is a multilevel
matching method for visual images. *e method includes
feature extraction, initial matching, transformation ma-
trix evaluation, and geometric matching. Geometric
matching is to use the geometric transformation infor-
mation between image pairs to find a match that satisfies
the geometric transformation. Comprehensive experi-
ments on optical images with different viewing angles,
ambiguities, and texture complexity have been carried
out. *e experimental results show that the method
provides accurate matching rate and matching accuracy
while maintaining real-time performance. *is research is

Table 5: Test cases.

Numbering Owning module Action/event Triggering
conditions Expected outcome

Actual
observation

result

Correct
or not

1 Sign in
1. Enter the login

interface 2. Enter the user
name and password

Click the
button

1. Enter the correct user name
and password verification

passed 2. Enter the wrong user
name and password verification

failed

Satisfy Correct

2
Audit project

management-entry
catalog entry

1. Enter the audit project
management entry

interface

Click to
enter

1. Can enter audit project
information 2. Can be saved

successfully
Satisfy Correct

3
Audit project

management-project
modification

1. Enter the audit project
management interface 2.
Select the item to be

modified II

Click the
button

1. *e audit item can be
modified. When modifying the
audit item, pay attention to the

key information

Satisfy Correct

4
Audit project

management-view
general ledger

1. Go to account book
management 2. Select
view general ledger

Click the
button View general ledger Satisfy Correct

5
Project initialization
management-import

balance sheet

1. Enter the project
initialization

management 2. Import
balance sheet

Click the
button Importable balance sheet Satisfy Correct

6
Project initialization
management-import

profit table

1. Enter the project
initialization

management 2. Import
the income statement

Click the
button Importable income statement Satisfy Correct

7
Audit work paper
management-

generating papers

1. Enter audit work paper
2. Generate paper

Click the
button Can generate audit work papers Satisfy Correct

8 Audit summary and
fruit management- 1. View summary results Click the

button View summary results Satisfy Correct

9
Statements and notes
management-view
the balance sheet

1. Click to view the
balance sheet

Click the
button

Show the company’s assets and
liabilities Satisfy Correct

10
Reports and notes
management-view
profit statement

1. Click to view income
statement

Click the
button

Show the company’s income
statement Satisfy Correct

11
Reports and notes
management-view
balance sheet

1. View the balance sheet Click the
button Show balance sheet Satisfy Correct
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based on the background analysis of the current com-
pany’s financial and auditing, as well as the current
company’s actual audit requirements and the company’s
development status. Clarify the importance and value of
the financial audit information system in the Chinese
economy and society. In the specific chapters of the
system, requirements analysis, design implementation,
and testing were carried out to complete the required
system construction.
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*e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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